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1. Lineup
1.1

Single Branch Selector Unit

Series
Heat recovery

BSQ

36T

Model name
60T

96T

Power supply, standard
VJ

Model name
6Q54T

8Q54T

Power supply, standard
VJ

Note:
No interchangeability between BSVQ-PVJU and BSQ-TVJ.
VJ: 1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz

1.2 Multi Branch Selector Unit
1.2.1 Flex Series
Series
Heat recovery

BSF

4Q54T

Note:
No interchangeability between BSV-Q36PVJU and BSF-Q54TVJ.
VJ: 1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz

1.2.2 Standard Series
Series
Heat recovery

BS

4Q54T

6Q54T

Model name
8Q54T

Note:
No interchangeability between BSV-Q36PVJU and BS-Q54TVJ.
VJ: 1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz

4

10Q54T

12Q54T

Power supply, standard
VJ
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2. External Appearance
2.1

Single Branch Selector Unit

Single port
BSQ36TVJ
BSQ60TVJ
BSQ96TVJ

2.2 Multi Branch Selector Unit
2.2.1 Flex Series
BSF4Q54TVJ

BSF6Q54TVJ

BSF8Q54TVJ

BS6Q54TVJ
BS8Q54TVJ

BS10Q54TVJ
BS12Q54TVJ

2.2.2 Standard Series
BS4Q54TVJ
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3. System Layout
3.1

Single Branch Selector Unit

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Indoor units

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Single branch
selector unit

Indoor units

Outdoor unit

3.2 Multi Branch Selector Unit
3.2.1 Flex Series (BSF-Q54TVJ)
Multi branch selector unit
(Flex series)

Multi branch selector unit
(Flex series)

Indoor units

Indoor units

Outdoor unit

3.2.2 Standard Series (BS-Q54TVJ)

REFNET
joint

REFNET
joint

Multi branch selector unit
(Standard series)

Multi branch selector unit
(Standard series)

Indoor units

Indoor units

Outdoor unit
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4. Interchangeability
Branch Selector unit

T-Series Branch Selector units

REYQ-XATJ*

Connectable

REYQ-XAYD*

Connectable

REYQ-XAYC*

Connectable

REYQ-TATJ*

Connectable

REYQ-TAYD*

Connectable

REYQ-TAYC*

Connectable

RELQ-TATJ*

Connectable

RELQ-TAYD*

Connectable

RELQ-TAYC*

Connectable

Multi Branch Selector unit
Single Branch
Multi Branch
Selector unit
Flex series
Standard series Selector unit
BS4Q54TVJ
BSF4Q54TVJ
BS6Q54TVJ
BSVQ36PVJU BSV4Q36PVJU
BSF6Q54TVJ
BS8Q54TVJ
BSVQ60PVJU
BSF8Q54TVJ
BS10Q54TVJ BSVQ96PVJU BSV6Q36PVJU
BS12Q54TVJ
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable
Not
Not
Connectable
Connectable
connectable
connectable

RWEQ-TATJ*

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

RWEQ-TAYD*

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

RWEQ-TAYCU

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

RWEYQ-PCTJ

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

RWEYQ-PCYD

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Connectable

Single Branch
Selector unit
BSQ36TVJ
BSQ60TVJ
BSQ96TVJ

Outdoor unit

VRV IV-X

VRV IV

Heat recovery REYQ-XA

Heat recovery REYQ-TA

VRV Aurora Heat recovery RELQ-TA
Series

VRV
T-Series
Water
Cooled
System

Heat recovery RWEQ-TA
Heat pump

VRV-W III

Heat recovery RWEYQ-PC
Heat pump

P-Series Branch Selector units

Note:
H1. Combination of P-series and T-series of Branch Selector units in a single system is not permitted. Combining the two series may cause
malfunction.
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5. Nomenclature
Single Branch Selector unit
BS

Q

36

T

VJ
Power supply symbol
VJ: 1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
Indicates major design category
Capacity Indication
36: 36,000 Btu/h
60: 60,000 Btu/h
96: 96,000 Btu/h
Refrigerant: R410A
Unit category
BS: Branch Selector unit

Multi Branch Selector unit
BS

4

Q

54

T

VJ
Power supply symbol
VJ: 1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
Indicates major design category
Capacity indication of connectable indoor units per branch
54: 54,000 Btu/h
Refrigerant: R410A
Number of branches
4: 4 branches
10: 10 branches
6: 6 branches
12: 12 branches
8: 8 branches
Unit category
BSF: Branch Selector unit (Flex series)
BS: Branch Selector unit (Standard series)
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6. Capacity Range
6.1 Limitation of Capacity Index for Heat Recovery
6.1.1 Single Branch Selector Unit
Model
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
Total capacity index of connectable indoor units

BSQ36TVJ
4
unit ≤ 36

BSQ60TVJ
8
36 < unit ≤ 60

BSQ96TVJ
8
60 < unit ≤ 96

BSF4Q54TVJ

BSF6Q54TVJ

BSF8Q54TVJ

5

5

5

6.1.2 Multi Branch Selector Unit
Flex series
Model
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
per branch
Number of branches
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units per branch (H1)
Maximum capacity index of
connectable indoor units per
branch selector unit
Series
Maximum capacity index of
configuration
connectable indoor units with
branch selector units
connected in series
Parallel
Maximum capacity index of
configuration
connectable indoor units

4

6

8

54 or less

54 or less

54 or less

144 or less

162 or less

162 or less

230 or less

230 or less

230 or less

144 or less

216 or less

290 or less

Standard series
Model
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
per branch
Number of branches
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units per branch (H1)

BS4Q54TVJ

BS6Q54TVJ

BS8Q54TVJ

BS10Q54TVJ

BS12Q54TVJ

5

5

5

5

5

4

6

8

10

12

144 or less

216 or less

290 or less

290 or less

290 or less

54 or less

54 or less

54 or less

54 or less

54 or less

Note:
+1. When the total capacity index of indoor units to be connected downstream is larger than 54 (Max. 96), use a joint kit (KHRP26A250T, optional
parts) to join two branches downstream from the Branch Selector unit.
Heat recovery
High and low pressure gas piping
Suction gas piping
Liquid piping

Outdoor unit

Branch
Selector
unit
Indoor unit
(Heating)

Branch
Selector
unit

Indoor unit
(Cooling)

Indoor unit 
(Cooling only)

Heat recovery operation!
For indoor units used for cooling only (do not connect to Branch Selector unit when using for Heat recovery),
total capacity index must be 50% or less than the capacity index of the outdoor units.
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1. Features and Benefits - Single-port

Daikin’s new single-port branch selector boxes are ideal for spaces that require individual heating and cooling control.

BSQ36TVJ, BSQ60TVJ & BSQ96TVJ
Single-port
Individual control and changeover for one group of indoor units
36, 60 and 96 MBH capacity per port options
Lower sound levels thanks to simplified mechanical design, when compared to VRV III models
Ultimate design flexibility - single and multi-port units can be combined in one system
Low built-in height
Requires minimal installation space
No drain piping needed

Branch Selector Boxes Compatibility:

Single-port branch selector boxes BS-TVJ series are compatible with VRV IV-X REYQ-XA, VRV IV REYQ-TA, VRV Aurora Series RELQ-TA,
VRV T-Series Water Cooled System RWEQ-TA, VRV-W III RWEYQ-PC.
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2. Specifications

Model
Power supply
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
Total capacity index of connectable indoor units
Casing
in.
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
mm

lbs
kg

BSQ36TVJ
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
4
36 or less
Galvanized steel plate
8-1/8 × 15-1/4 × 12-13/16
207 × 388 × 326
Foamed polyurethane, Flame
resistant needle felt
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H1
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f1/2 (f12.7) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
24
11

BSQ60TVJ
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
8
More than 36 and 60 or less
Galvanized steel plate
8-1/8 × 15-1/4 × 12-13/16
207 × 388 × 326
Foamed polyurethane, Flame
resistant needle felt
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2
f1/2 (f12.7) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2
24
11

BSQ96TVJ
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
8
More than 60 and 96 or less
Galvanized steel plate
8-1/8 × 15-1/4 × 12-13/16
207 × 388 × 326
Foamed polyurethane, Flame
resistant needle felt
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f7/8 (f22.2) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H3
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection)
f7/8 (f22.2) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H3
f3/4 (f19.1) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H3
31
14

dB(A)

35

41

41

dB(A)

40

45

45

Installation manual, Accessory
pipes, Insulation pipe cover,
Clamps
C: 4D092812
C: 4D092818A

Installation manual, Accessory
pipes, Insulation pipe cover,
Clamps
C: 4D092813
C: 4D092819A

Installation manual, Accessory
pipes, Insulation pipe cover,
Clamps
C: 4D092814
C: 4D092819A

Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Indoor
unit
Connecting
pipes

Liquid
pipes

Gas pipes in. (mm)

Liquid
pipes
Outdoor Suction
unit
gas pipes
HP/LP
gas pipes

Weight
4 5 6 7 Operating sound
Sound level
(Reference
Max. sound
data)
Standard accessories
Drawing No.

in. (mm)

Specifications
Sound level

in. (mm)
in. (mm)
in. (mm)

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to18 type indoor unit, match to the size of field pipes using the accessory pipes.
(Connection between the accessory pipes and the field pipes must be brazed.)
+2. In case of connection with indoor unit capacity index 54 or more and 60 or less, match to the size of the field pipes using the accessory pipes.
(Connection between the accessory pipes and the field pipes must be brazed.)
+3. In case of connection with 72 type indoor unit or indoor unit capacity index more than 60 and less than 72, match to the size of the field pipes
using the accessory pipes.
(Connection between the accessory pipes and the field pipes must be brazed.)
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. A transient sound means the operated sound of the change of cooling and heating, or oil return, or defrost.
+7. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound (the change of cooling and heating).
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C: 3D058236A

Note) 1. Control box can also be fixed on the other side of the
unit.
2. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
3. Accessory pipes are only used in case of connection
with 05 to 18 type indoor unit.
4. Small sound will be made when changing over the
motor operated valve, which may be disturbing.
Do not install it at the place such as bedroom under
roof.

Unit: in. (mm)

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

3. Dimensions

BSQ36TVJ

15
C: 3D058237A

Note) 1. Control box can also be fixed on the other side of the
unit.
2. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
3. Accessory pipes are only used in case of connection
with indoor unit capacity index 54 or more and 60 or
less.
4. Small sound will be made when changing over the
motor operated valve, which may be disturbing.
Do not install it at the place such as bedroom under
roof.

Unit: in. (mm)

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

BSQ60TVJ

16
C: 3D065540A

Note) 1. Control box can also be fixed on the other side of the
unit.
2. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
3. Accessory pipe (1) and accessory pipe (2) are used in
case of connection with indoor unit capacity index more
than 60 and less than 72.
In case of connection with one indoor unit of 72 type,
only gas pipe connection port need accessory pipe (1).
4. Small sound will be made when changing over the
motor operated valve, which may be disturbing.
Do not install it at the place such as bedroom under
roof.

Unit: in. (mm)

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

BSQ96TVJ

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

4. Center of Gravity

3D092816

Unit: in. (mm)

BSQ36TVJ / BSQ60TVJ

17
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3D092817

Unit: in. (mm)

BSQ96TVJ
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5. Piping Diagrams
BSQ36TVJ / BSQ60TVJ / BSQ96TVJ

4D085545A
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6. Wiring Diagrams

GROUND

C: 3D089521B

BSQ36TVJ / BSQ60TVJ / BSQ96TVJ
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7. Electric Characteristics
BSQ36TVJ / BSQ60TVJ / BSQ96TVJ

C: 4D092815A
21
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8. Safety Devices Setting

Model
Printed circuit board fuse

BSQ36TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BSQ60TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

22

BSQ96TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A
C: 4D057956D

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

9. Sound Levels (Reference Data)
BSQ36TVJ

4D092818A
23

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

BSQ60TVJ / BSQ96TVJ

4D092819A
24

BSQ-TVJEDUS391434A-B

10.Accessories
10.1 Optional Accessories (for Control)

Option

BSQ36TVJ
BSQ60TVJ
BSQ96TVJ

External control adaptor for outdoor units

DTA104A61
C: 3D092346B

25
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1. Features and Benefits - Multi-port
1.1

Flex Series

Daikinʼs new Flex series branch selector boxes are engineered to provide enhanced flexibility and simplicity in design, install and service of VRV
Heat Recovery systems

BSF4Q54TVJ
4 port

BSF6Q54TVJ
6 port

BSF8Q54TVJ
8 port

Engineered for flexibility in design with left, right and pass through (in series) piping orientation
Ideal for tight spaces with 9-1/2” height and no service clearance requirement on top
Series connectible up to 12 ports with up to 230 MBH downstream capacity
Low ambient technical cooling capability down to −4°F
Pass through configuration allows reduction in required REFNETs
Ease of maintenance with access to EEV heads from side access panels
Ability to mix and match standard and flex series branch selector units
Same piping flexibility as standard series branch selector units
Compatible with M, P and T series indoor units and all T series VRV 3 phase heat recovery systems
Ease of service space design with flexible E-box* placement (4 port series)
Movable control box with 3 side positions (rear, left and right side)
Power cable and transmission wirings can be taken out from the front of control box
Control box

Control box

Pattern 1: Rear (factory shipping)

Control box

Pattern 2: Left

Pattern 3: Right

For 6 and 8 port, rear side only.
Power cable and transmission wirings can be taken out from the side.

Branch Selector Boxes Compatibility:

Multi-port Flex series branch selector boxes BSF-TVJ are compatible with VRV IV-X REYQ-XA, VRV IV REYQ-TA, VRV Aurora Series RELQ-TA,
VRV T-Series Water Cooled System RWEQ-TA, VRV-W III RWEYQ-PC.
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Standard Series

Providing flexibility and minimizing mechanical and electrical installation costs, Daikinʼs new branch selector boxes are ideal for spaces that require
individual heating and cooling control.

BS4Q54TVJ
4 port

BS6Q54TVJ & BS8Q54TVJ
6-8 port

BS10Q54TVJ, BS12Q54TVJ
10-12 port

Individual control and changeover with extended range of product offerings - 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 port options
Up to 54 MBH capacity per port
Low sound levels thanks to innovative mechanical design, when compared to VRV III models
Ultimate design flexibility - single and multi-port units can be combined in one system
Quick installation due to fewer brazing points and less wiring
Unlimited number of unused ports per box or system.
Low built-in height
No drain piping needed

Branch Selector Boxes Compatibility:

Multi-port Standard series branch selector boxes BS-TVJ series are compatible with VRV IV-X REYQ-XA, VRV IV REYQ-TA, VRV Aurora Series
RELQ-TA, VRV T-Series Water Cooled System RWEQ-TA, VRV-W III RWEYQ-PC.
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2. Specifications
2.1

Flex Series

Model
Power supply
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
per branch
Number of branches
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units per branch
Maximum capacity index of
connectable indoor units per
branch selector unit
Series
configuration Maximum capacity index of
connectable indoor units with
branch selector units
connected in series
Parallel
Maximum capacity index of
configuration connectable indoor units
Casing
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
in. (mm)
Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Liquid
in. (mm)
pipes
Indoor
unit
Gas pipes in. (mm)
Connecting
pipes

5

5

4

6

54 or less

54 or less

144 or less

162 or less

230 or less

230 or less

144 or less

216 or less

lbs
kg

Galvanized steel plate
9-1/2 × 23-3/8 × 23-3/4 (241 × 593 × 603)
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 1
f1/2 (f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
73
33

Operating sound

dB(A)

37

40.5

Max. sound

dB(A)

Liquid
pipes
Outdoor Suction
unit
gas pipes
HP/LP
gas pipes

Standard accessories
Drawing No.

BSF6Q54TVJ
1 phase, 208 / 230 V, 60 Hz

Galvanized steel plate
9-1/2 × 13-3/4 × 23-3/4 (241 × 348 × 603)
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 1
f1/2 (f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) 2 3
49
22

Weight
4 5 6
Sound level
(reference
data)

BSF4Q54TVJ
1 phase, 208 / 230 V, 60 Hz

Specifications
Sound level

in. (mm)
in. (mm)
in. (mm)

47

50

Stopper pipes, Clamps, Insulation tubes, Vinyl
tube, Cushion rubbers, Installation manual
C: 4D125670A
C: 4D125673A

Stopper pipes, Clamps, Insulation tubes, Vinyl
tube, Cushion rubbers, Installation manual
C: 4D125671A
C: 4D125674A

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe.
Cutting point
(Center of connection area)

Connection area

+2. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use the optional reducer kit (KHFP26A200T) or reducer supplied
in the field.
+3. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound, such as oil return and defrost, the change of cooling and heating, etc.
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BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

Model
Power supply
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
per branch
Number of branches
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units per branch
Maximum capacity index of
connectable indoor units per
branch selector unit
Series
configuration Maximum capacity index of
connectable indoor units with
branch selector units
connected in series
Parallel
Maximum capacity index of
configuration connectable indoor units
Casing
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
in. (mm)
Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Liquid
in. (mm)
Indoor
pipes
unit
Gas pipes in. (mm)
Liquid
Connecting
in. (mm)
pipes
pipes
Outdoor Suction
gas pipes in. (mm)
unit
HP/LP
gas pipes in. (mm)
lbs
Weight
kg
4 5 6
Operating sound
Sound level
(reference
Max. sound
data)
Standard accessories
Specifications
Drawing No.
Sound level

BSF8Q54TVJ
1 phase, 208 / 230 V, 60 Hz
5
8
54 or less
162 or less

230 or less
290 or less
Galvanized steel plate
9-1/2 × 23-3/8 × 23-3/4 (241 × 593 × 603)
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T (Brazing connection) 1
f1/2 (f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T (Brazing connection) 1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T (Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T (Brazing connection) 2 3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T (Brazing connection) 2 3
81
37

dB(A)

40.5

dB(A)

50
Stopper pipes, Clamps, Insulation tubes, Vinyl tube, Cushion rubbers, Installation manual
C: 4D125672A
C: 4D125674A

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe.
Cutting point
(Center of connection area)

Connection area

+2. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use the optional reducer kit (KHFP26A200T) or reducer supplied
in the field.
+3. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound, such as oil return and defrost, the change of cooling and heating, etc.
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BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

2.2

EDUS391434A-B

Standard Series

Model
BS4Q54TVJ
BS6Q54TVJ
Power supply
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
5
5
per branch
Number of branches
4
6
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
144 or less
216 or less
units
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
54 or less
54 or less
units per branch
Casing
Galvanized steel plate
Galvanized steel plate
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
in. (mm) 11-3/4 × 14-9/16 × 18-15/16 (298 × 370 × 480) 11-3/4 × 22-13/16 × 18-15/16 (298 × 580 × 480)
Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
Liquid
f1/4
(f6.4),
f3/8
(f9.5)
C1220T
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
in. (mm)
pipes
(Brazing connection) H1
(Brazing connection) H1
Indoor
unit
f1/2
(f12.7),
f5/8
(f15.9)
C1220T
f1/2
(f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
Gas pipes in. (mm)
(Brazing connection) H1
(Brazing connection) H1
Connecting
Liquid
f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
f1/2 (f12.7) C1220T
in. (mm)
pipes
pipes
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
Outdoor Suction
f7/8 (f22.2) C1220T
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
unit
gas pipes in. (mm)
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
HP/LP
f3/4 (f19.1) C1220T
f3/4 (f19.1) C1220T
gas pipes in. (mm)
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
lbs
49
68
Weight
kg
22
31
4 5 6
Sound level
(Reference
data)

Operating sound

dB(A)

38

39

Max. sound

dB(A)

45

47

Standard accessories
Drawing No.

Specifications
Sound level

Accessory pipes, Clamps, Insulation tube, Vinyl Accessory pipes, Clamps, Insulation tube, Vinyl
tube, Installation manual
tube, Installation manual
C: 4D092338A
C: 4D092339A
C: 4D092295
C: 4D092296

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe.
Cutting point
(Center of connection area)

Connection area

+2. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use the reducer supplied in the field.
+3. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound, such as oil return and defrost, the change of cooling and heating, etc.
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Model
BS8Q54TVJ
Power supply
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
5
per branch
Number of branches
8
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
290 or less
units
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
54 or less
units per branch
Casing
Galvanized steel plate
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
in. (mm) 11-3/4 × 22-13/16 × 18-15/16 (298 × 580 × 480)
Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
Liquid
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
in. (mm)
pipes
(Brazing connection) H1
Indoor
unit
f1/2
(f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
Gas pipes in. (mm)
(Brazing connection) H1
Connecting
Liquid
f1/2 (f12.7) C1220T
in. (mm)
pipes
pipes
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
Outdoor Suction
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
unit
gas pipes in. (mm)
HP/LP
f3/4 (f19.1) C1220T
gas pipes in. (mm)
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
lbs
73
Weight
kg
33
4 5 6
Sound level
(Reference
data)

5
10
290 or less
54 or less
Galvanized steel plate
11-3/4 × 32-5/16 × 18-15/16 (298 × 820 × 480)
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H1
f1/2 (f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T
(Brazing connection) H2 H3
101
46

Operating sound

dB(A)

39

40

Max. sound

dB(A)

47

48

Standard accessories
Drawing No.

BS10Q54TVJ
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz

Specifications
Sound level

Accessory pipes, Clamps, Insulation tube, Vinyl Accessory pipes, Clamps, Insulation tube, Vinyl
tube, Installation manual
tube, Installation manual
C: 4D092340A
C: 4D092341A
C: 4D092296
C: 4D092297

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe.
Cutting point
(Center of connection area)

Connection area

+2. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use the reducer supplied in the field.
+3. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound, such as oil return and defrost, the change of cooling and heating, etc.
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Model
Power supply
Maximum number of connectable indoor units
per branch
Number of branches
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units
Maximum capacity index of connectable indoor
units per branch
Casing
Dimensions: (H × W × D)
in. (mm)
Sound absorbing thermal insulation material
Liquid
in. (mm)
Indoor
pipes
unit
Gas pipes in. (mm)
Liquid
Connecting
in. (mm)
pipes
pipes
Outdoor Suction
unit
gas pipes in. (mm)
HP/LP
gas pipes
Weight
4 5 6
Operating sound
Sound level
(Reference
Max. sound
data)
Standard accessories
Specifications
Drawing No.
Sound level

BS12Q54TVJ
1 phase, 208/230 V, 60 Hz
5
12
290 or less
54 or less
Galvanized steel plate
11-3/4 × 32-5/16 × 18-15/16 (298 × 820 × 480)
Urethane foam, Polyethylene foam
f1/4 (f6.4), f3/8 (f9.5) C1220T (Brazing connection) H1
f1/2 (f12.7), f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T (Brazing connection) H1
f5/8 (f15.9) C1220T (Brazing connection) H2 H3
f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T (Brazing connection) H2 H3

in. (mm)

f1-1/8 (f28.6) C1220T (Brazing connection) H2 H3

lbs
kg

106
48

dB(A)

40

dB(A)

48
Accessory pipes, Clamps, Insulation tube, Vinyl tube, Installation manual
C: 4D092342A
C: 4D092297

Note:
+1. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe.
Cutting point
(Center of connection area)

Connection area

+2. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use the reducer supplied in the field.
+3. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
+4. The operating sound is measured in anechoic chamber. If it is measured under the actual installation conditions, it is normally over the set
value due to environmental noise and sound reflection.
+5. Even if the indoor unit to be connected downstream of Branch Selector unit has stopped, when the system is operating, operating sound can be
heard.
+6. The maximum sound is max value of transient sound, such as oil return and defrost, the change of cooling and heating, etc.
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C: 3D122597B

3.1

Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Refrigerant circulated through the pipes can generate sound. Ensure that the
installation takes necessary precautions when installing in a sound sensitive
applications.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings
can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer to
right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use
the optional reducer kit (KHFP26A200T) or reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

3. Dimensions

BSF4Q54TVJ

Flex Series
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Refrigerant circulated through the pipes can generate sound. Ensure that the
installation takes necessary precautions when installing in a sound sensitive
applications.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings
can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer to
right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use
the optional reducer kit (KHFP26A200T) or reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.

C: 3D122598B

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BSF6Q54TVJ
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Refrigerant circulated through the pipes can generate sound. Ensure that the
installation takes necessary precautions when installing in a sound sensitive
applications.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe openings
can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer to
right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard, use
the optional reducer kit (KHFP26A200T) or reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. 2 inch (50 mm) clearance on top of the unit is suggested for repair and service in
case of an unlikely event needing EV coil replacement. Service space has no
impact on regular operation of the unit.

C: 3D122599B

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BSF8Q54TVJ

37

C: 3D092414A

3.2

Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Install it at the place where sound of refrigerant does not disturb. Must not
install it at the space such as roof-space of room where person exists.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe
openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer
to right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard,
use the reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. This space is a space to keep a top panel when servicing.
8. This is a space for removing a top panel when servicing.

Unit: in. (mm)

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BS4Q54TVJ

Standard Series
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Install it at the place where sound of refrigerant does not disturb. Must not
install it at the space such as roof-space of room where person exists.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe
openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer
to right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard,
use the reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. This space is a space to keep a top panel when servicing.
8. This is a space for removing a top panel when servicing.

C: 3D092415A

Unit: in. (mm)

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BS6Q54TVJ
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Install it at the place where sound of refrigerant does not disturb. Must not
install it at the space such as roof-space of room where person exists.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe
openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer
to right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard,
use the reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. This space is a space to keep a top panel when servicing.
8. This is a space for removing a top panel when servicing.

C: 3D092416A

Unit: in. (mm)

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BS8Q54TVJ
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Install it at the place where sound of refrigerant does not disturb. Must not
install it at the space such as roof-space of room where person exists.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe
openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer
to right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard,
use the reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. This space is a space to keep a top panel when servicing.
8. This is a space for removing a top panel when servicing.

C: 3D092417A

Unit: in. (mm)

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BS10Q54TVJ
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Note) 1. Be sure to install an inspection door at control box side.
Another door is necessary to unload the product.
2. Install it at the place where sound of refrigerant does not disturb. Must not
install it at the space such as roof-space of room where person exists.
3. Occupy the space which is possible to install field pipes.
4. In case of connection with 05 to 18 type indoor unit, factory standard pipe
openings can be used.
In case of others, cut the outlet pipe and connect to the connecting pipe. Refer
to right figure.
5. If the pipe sizes on the three pipe side are different than the factory standard,
use the reducer supplied in the field.
6. Insulation required (field supply) on the three pipe side.
7. This space is a space to keep a top panel when servicing.
8. This is a space for removing a top panel when servicing.

C: 3D092418A

Unit: in. (mm)

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ
EDUS391434A-B

BS12Q54TVJ

42

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

4. Center of Gravity
4.1

Flex Series

BSF4Q54TVJ

4D125675
43

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BSF6Q54TVJ

4D125676
44

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BSF8Q54TVJ

4D125677
45

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

4.2

EDUS391434A-B

Standard Series

BS4Q54TVJ

Unit: in. (mm)

4D092320A
46

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS6Q54TVJ

Unit: in. (mm)

4D092321A
47

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS8Q54TVJ

Unit: in. (mm)

4D092322A
48

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS10Q54TVJ

Unit: in. (mm)

4D092323A
49

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS12Q54TVJ

Unit: in. (mm)

4D092324A
50

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

5. Piping Diagrams
5.1

Flex Series

BSF4Q54TVJ

3D122813
51

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BSF6Q54TVJ

3D125655
52

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BSF8Q54TVJ

3D125656
53

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

5.2

EDUS391434A-B

Standard Series

BS4Q54TVJ

3D086032A

54

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS6Q54TVJ

3D086033A
55

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS8Q54TVJ

3D086034A
56

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS10Q54TVJ

3D086035A
57

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS12Q54TVJ

3D086036A
58

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

6. Wiring Diagrams
6.1

Flex Series

3D123904A

BSF4Q54TVJ

59

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

2D123905A

BSF6Q54TVJ / BSF8Q54TVJ

60

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

6.2

EDUS391434A-B

Standard Series

GROUND

GROUND,

C: 3D089123B

BS4Q54TVJ

61

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

GROUND

GROUND,

C: 2D089122B

BS6Q54TVJ / BS8Q54TVJ

62

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

GROUND

GROUND,

C: 2D089121B

BS10Q54TVJ / BS12Q54TVJ

63

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

7. Electric Characteristics
BSF4Q54TVJ / BSF6Q54TVJ / BSF8Q54TVJ
BS4Q54TVJ / BS6Q54TVJ / BS8Q54TVJ / BS10Q54TVJ / BS12Q54TVJ

C: 4D092344A
64

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

8. Safety Devices Setting
8.1

Flex Series

Model
Printed circuit board fuse

8.2

BSF4Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BSF6Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BSF8Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A
C: 4D092343A

Standard Series

Model
Printed circuit board fuse

BS4Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BS6Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

65

BS8Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BS10Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A

BS12Q54TVJ
250 V, 3.15 A
C: 4D092343A

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

9. Sound Levels (Reference Data)
9.1

Flex Series

BSF4Q54TVJ

Branch Selector

C: 4D125673A
66

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BSF6Q54TVJ / BSF8Q54TVJ

Branch Selector

C: 4D125674A
67

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

9.2

EDUS391434A-B

Standard Series

BS4Q54TVJ

Branch Selector

C: 4D092295
68

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS6Q54TVJ / BS8Q54TVJ

Branch Selector

C: 4D092296
69

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

BS10Q54TVJ / BS12Q54TVJ

Branch Selector

C: 4D092297
70

BSF-Q54TVJ / BS-Q54TVJ

EDUS391434A-B

10.Accessories
10.1 Optional Accessories (for Unit)
10.1.1 Flex Series
Option
Closed pipe kit
Joint kit
Reducer kit

BSF4Q54TVJ

BSF6Q54TVJ
KHFP26A100C
KHRP26A250T
KHFP26A200T

BSF8Q54TVJ

C: 4D125669A

10.1.2 Standard Series
Option
Closed pipe kit
Joint kit

BS4Q54TVJ

BS6Q54TVJ

BS8Q54TVJ
KHFP26A100C
KHRP26A250T

BS10Q54TVJ

BS12Q54TVJ

C: 3D092346B

71

Warning

Ask a qualified installer or contractor to install this product. Do not try to install the product yourself.
Improper installation can result in water or refrigerant leakage, electrical shock, fire or explosion.
Use only those parts and accessories supplied or specified by Daikin. Ask a qualified installer or
contractor to install those parts and accessories. Use of unauthorised parts and accessories or
improper installation of parts and accessories can result in water or refrigerant leakage, electrical
shock, fire or explosion.
Read the user’s manual carefully before using this product. The user’s manual provides important
safety instructions and warnings. Be sure to follow these instructions and warnings.
If you have any inquiries, please contact your local importer, distributor and/or retailer.

Cautions on product corrosion

1. Air conditioners should not be installed in areas where corrosive gases, such as acid gas or alkaline gas, are produced.
2. If the outdoor unit is to be installed close to the sea shore, direct exposure to the sea breeze should be avoided. If you need to install
the outdoor unit close to the sea shore, contact your local distributor.

●Specifications, designs and other content appearing in this brochure are current as of August 2020 but subject to change without notice.
©All rights reserved 08/20 FS

